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Compelling Question: Who was the real Empress Cixi? 
In this inquiry, students will explore the life and leadership of Empress Cixi, an often misunderstood 
leader. Students will consider the question, how did her sexuality and sex lead to both her rise and fall? 
Students should read and annotate the sources, paying close attention to and underlining words used to 
describe the empress in each source.  
 
Background: The Woman Behind the Throne 

History can be a slippery substance, particularly when it comes to personalities. A 
century after the death of China's last and most famous empress, Cixi, the story of her life and 
reign remains veiled by varying versions of the truth. 

Some sources paint her as a veritable wicked witch of the east, whose enemies often 
mysteriously dropped dead. Others link her to tales of sexual intrigue within the palace walls, 

even questioning whether her favorite eunuch [a 
castrated man] was truly a eunuch. But recent scholarly 
analyses discredit many of those sensational stories and 
suggest a more complicated woman than this caricature. 

What do we really know about this woman who 
indirectly controlled China's throne for almost half a century, 
in the twilight of the Qing dynasty? 

She entered history on November 29, 1835 as a 
rather ordinary Chinese girl named Yehenara, although 
there was a certain prestige in being born to a family 
from the ruling Manchu minority. At age 16, she was 
brought to the Forbidden City to join Emperor 

Xianfeng's harem—which may sound like punishment to modern ears, but was considered a 
swank role for Chinese women of her time. 

Daniele Vare's book, The Last Empress, says Yehenara (he calls her Yehonala) rose to the 
top of the concubine ranks when the emperor overheard her singing and asked to see her. 
Infatuated, he began picking her name from the nightly roster of choices to visit his bedchamber, 
and soon she bore him a son. This earned her the title Tzu Hsi, meaning "empress of the western 
palace," spelled Cixi these days. 

When Xianfeng died in 1861, Cixi's five-year-old son was his only male heir and became 
the emperor Tongzhi, making her the "empress dowager" and a regent ruler [dowager is a 
widow and a regent rules for a child until they come of age]. Cixi relinquished the regency when 
her son turned 17, but Tongzhi died two years later and Cixi became a regent again, this time for 
her three-year-old nephew Guangxu. 

Some historians have pointed to this turn of events as proof of Cixi's political shrewdness 
because it defied tradition for the new emperor to be of the same generation as his predecessor. 
Also, although Tongzhi had no heir when he died, his first-ranking concubine, Alute, was 
pregnant. So it seems far too convenient that Alute and her unborn child died during the debate 
over succession. The court announced it as a suicide, but as the New York Times reported at the 
time, the circumstances "aroused general suspicion." 

Even if Alute was murdered, Cixi wasn't necessarily responsible, as author Sterling 
Seagrave points out. The late emperor had five brothers, princes of the imperial court, who had 
their own rivalries and ambitions for controlling the throne indirectly. 

Seagrave's 1992 biography of Cixi, Dragon Lady, is among the most thorough attempts to 
sift the solid facts from the sticky sea of rumors about the empress. He takes nearly 500 pages to 
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explain what he calls "the hoodwinking of history" by a British journalist and his assistant in the 
early 20th century. As a reporter for the Times of London, George Morrison's dispatches from 
Peking in the late 1890s and early 1900s were the only glimpse most Westerners got inside the 
Forbidden City. He wasn't a bad reporter, but he made the mistake of listening to a young man 
named Edmund Backhouse, an Oxford-trained linguist who contributed to many of Morrison's 
articles. As other sources—including Morrison's own diary—later revealed, much of Backhouse's 
"reporting" was utter fiction. But by the time Morrison realized this, it would have damaged his 
own reputation too much to reveal the truth. 

In 1898, the emperor Guangxu launched the Hundred Days Reform, a well-intentioned 
but poorly implemented attempt to modernize many aspects of Chinese society that nearly 
caused a civil war. Cixi ultimately regained the regency with support from conservatives who 
opposed the reforms. She stayed in power until her death in 1908, but her reputation was 
tarnished by slanderous rumors spread by the leader of the failed reform, Kang Yu-Wei. 

The image of Cixi as a cruel and greedy tyrant gained historical traction in 1910, when 
Backhouse and another British journalist, J.O.P. Bland, published the book China Under the 
Empress Dowager. It was praised at the time for being a thoroughly researched biography, but as 
Seagrave notes, Backhouse forged many of the documents he cited. 

It's hard to know what Backhouse's motivations may have been for this historical hoax, 
but perhaps sensational lies simply paved an easier path to fame than nuanced truth. Seagrave 
suggests that Backhouse had an unhappy childhood, suffered from mental illness and was 
"brilliant but highly unstable." 

Through Seagrave's lens, the historical image of Cixi takes on a softer, sadder aura than 
the monster of Backhouse's creation. She was certainly a bright, ambitious woman, but her life 
was anything but a fairy tale. 

"One might wish for her sake that her life had been just such a burlesque filled with 
Florentine intrigues and Viennese frivolity, because the truth is melancholy…Under those layers 
of historical graffiti was a spirited and beautiful young woman trapped in a losing proposition: 
…A figurehead empress who lost three emperors to conspiracy; a frightened matriarch whose 
reputation was destroyed as she presided over the decline of a bankrupt dynasty," he writes. 
 
Fiegl, Amanda. “Cixi: The Woman Behind the Throne, The concubine who became China’s last empress.” 

Smithsonian Magazine. March 1, 2008. https://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/cixi-the-
woman-behind-the-throne-22312071/.  

The Empress Dowager Cixi seated and holding a fan 1903-1905 Freer Gallery of Art and Arthur M. 
Sackler Gallery Archives.  

 
Questions for Analysis 
 

1. Based on this article, what kind of ruler was Empress Cixi? 
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Document A: An Excerpt from a letter to the New York Times about the Empress Cixi 
Imperial rulers of China lived inside the Forbidden City, a palace city used by the Emperors of China. The 
city was “forbidden” to almost all subjects. Beginning during the Ming dynasty, the Forbidden City 
became the location of the imperial court. The city created a literal wall between the rulers and the lay 
people, clouding them in mystery and misunderstanding. Nothing in the historical record tells us more 
about Mrs. Crane, the author of this document, but her position on the empress is clear. 
 

The sense of justice shown by England in her protest against the murderous cruelty of 
that human vampire, the Dowager of China, should be followed by all civilized and Christian 
folk [e]ndorsing these lines: ‘Rebellion to tyrants, obedience to God.” The tree of liberty only 
grows when watered by the blood of tyrants, and who more worthy of death than she who has 
connived at and urged on the murdering of our dear missionaries? 
 

Mrs. William Halsted Crane, “Career of Chinese Dowager Empress,” New York Times, Aug. 8, 
1903, 6. 

 
Guiding Questions: 
 

1. Who is the source of this document? Is she Chinese? How well is she likely to know the 
Empress? 

 
 
 
 

2. What does the tone of this excerpt say about how Empress Cixi was viewed by some 
foreign sources? 

 
 
 
 

3. Empress Cixi is often described as power hungry and manipulative. Looking further than 
just her description, how might these descriptives affect her legacy, as well as the 
perceptions of women in power? 
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Document B: Portraits of Empress Dowager Cixi 
Oil painting of the dowager Empress Cixi of the Qing Dynasty sitting on an armchair, by Dutch painter 
Hubert Vos. On the backdrop, painted to depict a bamboo forest, there is an inscription written from right 
to left in traditional Chinese meaning "Great Qing Empire Cixi Empress". Bowls of fruit surround the 
sitter, as for any highest-rank personage in Imperial China. Vos’ second wife was Eleanor Kaikilani Coney, 
of Hawaiian, Chinese, and American descent. In 1898, he visited Hawaii, where he painted the local 
people. In that same year, Vos traveled to Korea, where he completed at least three paintings of Emperor 
Gojong. Empress Dowager Cixi saw these portraits and invited Vos to visit China in 1905. He did one 
portrait of her which is still displayed in the Summer Palace, then after he got back to New York, finished 
another portrait which he had started in China. This was displayed at the Paris Salon, then given to the 
Fogg Museum at Harvard. 
 
Painting 1:           Painting 2: 

       
Herbert Vos. Empress Dowager Cixi. June    Herbert Vos. Empress Dowager Cixi. June 1905.  

1905. Summer Palace, Beijing.    Harvard Art Museums.  
https://commons.wikimedia.org.   https://www.britannica.com.  
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Guiding Questions: 
 

1. What are the differences between these paintings?  
 
 
 
 

2. Where were each of these paintings displayed? 
 
 
 
 

3. Why would the same artist paint such different portraits of the same woman? 
 
 
 
 
 

4. How could the differences in these paintings lead to different ideas about who Cixi was 
in different places? 

 
 
 
 
 
Document C: Reform Edict of the Qing Imperial Government issued by Empress Cixi, 1901 
In the wake of the Boxer Uprising (1899-1901) and the catastrophic foreign intervention that that 
movement precipitated, the imperial government reconsidered the need for fundamental reforms. 
Government reform had already been attempted, and rejected, in 1898 when Kang Youwei (1858-1927) 
and his colleagues temporarily ran the imperial government, with the support of the Guangxu Emperor 
(1871-1908, r. 1875-1908), until the Empress Dowager Cixi (1835-1908) ousted them. 
 

Certain principles of morality (changqing) are immutable, whereas methods of 
governance (zhifa) have always been mutable. The Classic of Changes states that “when a measure 
has lost effective force, the time has come to change it.” And the Analects states that “the Shang 
and Zhou dynasties took away and added to the regulations of their predecessors, as can readily 
be known.” 

… We have now received Her Majesty’s decree to devote ourselves fully to China’s 
revitalization, to suppress vigorously the use of the terms new and old, and to blend together the 
best of what is Chinese and what is foreign. The root of China’s weakness lies in harmful habits 
too firmly entrenched, in rules and regulations too minutely drawn, in the overabundance of 
inept and mediorìcre officials and in the paucity of truly outstanding ones, in petty bureaus who 
hide behind the written word and in clerks and yamen runners who use the written word as 
talismans to acquire personal fortunes, in the mountains of correspondence between government 
offices that have no relationship to reality, and in the seniority system and associated practices 
that block the way of men of real talent… 
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The first essential, even more important than devising new systems of governance (zhifa) 
is to secure men who govern well (zhi ren). Without new systems, the corrupted old system 
cannot be salvaged; without men of ability, even good systems cannot be made to succeed. 

 
‘Reform Edict of the Qing Imperial Government’. Columbia University Press, 29 January 1901. 
http://afe.easia.columbia.edu/ps/cup/qing_reform_edict_1901.pdf. 

 
Questions for Analysis 
 

1. Who is the author of this document? 
 
 
 
2. What are the problems outlined in the royal edict? 
 
 
 
3. In the final paragraph, why do they need to “secure men who govern well”? What does 

this imply about the real power Cixi has? 
 
 
 
4. Based on this edict, what kind of ruler was Empress Cixi? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Document D: Two Years in the Forbidden City 
For two years, Princess Der Ling was the favorite lady-in-waiting to the Empress Dowager Cixi in the 
imperial palace in Beijing. This book provides a unique and surprisingly intimate portrait of the Dragon 
Lady, who ruled China for 47 years, and brought the country to the brink of destruction. Der Ling refers to 
the larger political context on many occasions. But the best parts of the book are the small details. What 
emerges is an intimate portrait of the life and personality of the Empress Dowager, and a sense of the inner 
workings of the highly secretive world of the imperial palace. 
 

[A]ccording to the Manchu custom, the daughters of all Manchu officials of the second 
rank and above, after reaching the age of fourteen years, should go to the Palace, in order that 
the Emperor may select them for secondary wives if he so desires, and my father had other plans 
and ambitions for us. It was in this way that the late Empress Dowager was selected by the 
Emperor Hsien Feng… 

"Her Majesty has sent me to meet you," and was very sweet and polite, and had beautiful 
manners; but was not very pretty. Then we heard a loud voice from the hall saying, "Tell them to 
come in at once”... Her Majesty stood up when she saw us and shook hands with us. She had a 
most fascinating smile and was very much surprised that we knew the Court etiquette so well. 
After she had greeted us, she said to my mother: "Yu tai tai (Lady Yu), you are a wonder the way 
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you have brought your daughters up. They speak Chinese just as well as I do, although I know 
they have been abroad for so many years, and how is it that they have such beautiful manners?" 
"Their father was always very strict with them," my mother replied… Her Majesty asked all sorts 
of questions about our Paris gowns and said we must wear them all the time, as she had very 
little chance to see them at the Court… 

When we commenced to eat, Her Majesty ordered the eunuchs to place plates for us and 
give us silver chopsticks, spoons, etc., and said: "I am sorry you have to eat standing, but I 
cannot break the law of our great ancestors. Even the Young Empress cannot sit in my presence. 
I am sure the foreigners must think we are barbarians to treat our Court ladies in this way and I 
don't wish them to know anything about our customs. You will see how differently I act in their 
presence, so that they cannot see my true self.” 

…”Do you think they, the foreigners, really like me? I don't think so; on the contrary I 
know they haven't forgotten the Boxer Rising in Kwang Hsu's 26th year. I don't mind owning up 
that I like our old ways the best, and I don't see any reason why we should adopt the foreign 
style. Did any of the foreign ladies ever tell you that I am a fierce-looking old woman?" I was 
very much surprised that she should… ask me such questions during her meal. She looked quite 
serious and it seemed to me she was quite annoyed. I assured her that no one ever said anything 
about Her Majesty but nice things. The foreigners told me how nice she was, and how graceful, 
etc. This seemed to please her, and she smiled and said: "Of course they have to tell you that, just 
to make you feel happy by saying that your sovereign is perfect, but I know better. I can't worry 
too much, but I hate to see China in such a poor condition… While she was saying this I noticed 
her worried expression. I did not know what to say, but tried to comfort her by saying that that 
time will come, and we are all looking forward to it. 

 
Der Ling. Two Years in the Forbidden City. Project Gutenberg. 1911.  

 
Questions for Analysis 
 

1. Who is the source of this document? Is she Chinese? How well is she likely to know the 
Empress? 

 
 
 

2. What does the tone of this excerpt say about how Empress Cixi was viewed by some 
foreign sources? 

 
 
 

3. Based on this book, what kind of ruler was Empress Cixi? 
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Document E: CHINA'S EMPRESS DOWAGER 
During Cixi’s life, but prior to her reign, China went to war with England in a series of conflicts called the 
Opium Wars. These wars were disastrous for China and widely seen as imperial wars by England. China 

was left exposed to internal rebellions and exploitation from 
abroad. Europeans, Americans, and the Japanese all looked 
to carve out control over China. In Cixi’s time, a rebellion 
known as the Boxer Rebellion began in rural areas 
attempting to expel foreigners and Christians. While the 
rebellion failed, it further depleted China’s status and 
resulted in greater foreign influence in China. 
 
Guiding Questions: 
 
1. What words are used to describe the empress 
in this document? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Why do they consider her “remarkable” 
overall? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CHINA'S EMPRESS DOWAGER: SKETCH OF THE 
LIFE AND CHARACTER OF A REMARKABLE 
WOMAN. COL. DENBY'S VIEW COMBATED 
WEIGHT OF EVIDENCE STAMPS HER AS 
"IGNORANT, TIMID, SELF-WILLED, AVARICIOUS, 
AND SANGUINARY," SAYS JOHN FOORD. (1900, 
Jun 24). New York Times (1857-1922).  
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Overall, based on these sources, who was the real Empress Cixi? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Why is she such a mysterious figure in history? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
How did gender impact her reign? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


